Amazon luxury safari camps
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Amazon pristine
fiffiisheries
In a world of vanishing frontiers
there remains one so vast that it defies
description. In a 1000-mile diameter
circle centered in Manaus in the heart of
Brazil´s premier peacock bass industry
are River Plate Anglers’ 8-million acres
of pristine restricted-entry waters where
five separate premier Mobile Safari
Camps operate. These one-of-a-kind
camps combine world-class service and
comfort in a small camp atmosphere
with the ultimate in adventure to create
a true Amazon experience of a lifetime.
Unreal remoteness in the real-world.

1500 miles of exclusive
o
Amazon waters in o
separate ffiisheries
It is a fact that guests at our restrictedentry waters catch larger trophy fish
and up to three times more fish than
the guests of other operators. Two of
our guests caught the largest number of
trophies ever registered to single anglers:

the fishing pressure on those waters. In
total, River Plate has exclusive access
to more than 1500 miles of waters that
were previously locked away inside
Indian Reserves and Government
Preserves.

David Isaacs and his partner from Canadian,
TX – fishing with flies and conventional tackle
– landed 16 trophies over 20 lbs, the largest
weighing 23 pounds.

Our unique and highly mobile Safari
Camps draw only four inches of water,
allowing our guests to move beyond
shallow-water barriers such as sandbars,
which block the passage of all other
forms of navigation. Our mobile camps
are moved at least twice during a typical
week to an un-fished river segment
in our exclusive fishing waters where

Alan Zaremba from Hollywood, FL landed 8
trophies over 20 lbs, the largest weighing 24 lbs.
Since 1992, River Plate Anglers has led
the way in acquiring exclusive access to
private waters and carefully managing

you will not see fishermen from other
operations.

Every night, we stage the
cabins along a Caribbeanlike white sand beach with
nothing but the remote,
savagely beautiful Amazonian
Rainforest in every direction
furnishing the real backdrop
you traveled to Brazil to
experience!

Luxury
safari camps
for 6 guests

Single occupancy cabins with queen beds.

River Plate’s “New for 2016” luxury
camp offers the only single-occupancy
cabins featuring queen beds in the
peacock bass fishing industry. After a
day of fishing in the remote Amazon
enjoy the privacy of your 270-squarefoot, air-conditioned cabin with a small
private terrace, restroom and shower.
Our upscale camp is perfect for a small
private group of three to four couples or
six singles.
Enjoy the upscale food and wine service
provided by our onsite chef and spend
the evenings on a blindingly white
sandbar while enjoying the sights and
sounds of the remote Amazon rainforest.
Relax with a massage and a famous
Brazilian Caipirinha cocktail on the
beach after a long day of fishing. This

experience is not available on mother
boat operations handling 12 to 24 guests
per week.
River Plate’s standard mobile Safari
Camps for 8 - 12 guests are identical to
the luxury cabins, except they feature
two single beds per cabin.

We whisk our small parties from
Manaus, Brazil directly to our mobile
Safari Camps via float planes or wheel
planes that land at our exclusive private
water fisheries.

Fish of
Brazil s
Amazon
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The black-water rivers of Brazil’s
Amazon are home to over 2500 species
of fish, the most famous of which is the
hard-fighting peacock bass, the largest
member of the African Cichlid family
of fish. These powerful fighters hit like
a freight train and are pound-for-pound
the hardest fighting freshwater fish in the
world.
Although most anglers target the
peacock bass, you will, in addition,
catch a variety of interesting –sometimes
prehistoric looking– fish species.

Considered the world´s most aggressive sport
fish, the fierce Peacock Bass serves up nonstop, heart-stopping fishing excitement.
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World class ffiish
world class bass boats
guides and gear
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Our Custom Amazon Fishing Boats.

Our Peacock Bass Fishing Guides.

We started in the 90’s using big, heavy,
flashy bass boats equipped with big
outboards and have evolved into our
present all-welded aluminum 20-foot
flat-bottom shallow draft tunnel boats
equipped with 40 hp outboards that
offer performance and safety. Our
boats offer all of the standard bass boat
features including trolling motors. The
large “clean” casting decks in the front
and back of the boats, and the high
swivel seats, provide anglers spacious,
comfortable platforms while keeping
the boats light enough to navigate the
shallow sandbars and tight backwater
streams and waterways you sometimes
need to negotiate to reach the secret
lagoons off of the main river.

River Plate’s guides are undoubtedly
the best in the business. The large
mother boat operations have 10 to
14 guides on hand to accommodate
the 24+ fishermen they handle weekly.
This indicates that there will be some
experienced “senior guides” and a
good number of young, inexperienced
guides on their staffs. River Plate’s
guides are carefully chosen and have
usually grown up on the river systems
they guide on. We provide four to
seven top-notch experienced guides in
each of our Safari Camps. Many of our
guides have been with us 20 or more
years and have guided hundreds of
clients for peacock bass.

Our gear.
When nothing but a few feet of spider
wire line separates you and the “Amazon
water warrior” there had better be no
weak links. The ultimate in topwater
fishing tolerates no compromise. River
Plate makes none. We furnish our guests
with the best-of-the-best tackle to land
the fish-of-a-lifetime.

Your weapons

Your ammo

Our concept of a
premium ffiishing trip
River Plate Anglers has been on the
cutting edge of peacock bass fishing in
the Amazon since 1992. Over the years
the interest in Peacock Bass fishing has
exploded and today there are several
fixed-location lodges operating on
the upper Rio Negro watershed, and
upwards of 30 mother boats handling
upwards of 24 fishermen per day each,
playing the Rio Negro out of Barcelos
–the hub of the modern day peacock
bass fishing industry-. These mother
boats draw four to eight feet of water
and are relegated primarily to the main
Rio Negro Channels within a 100-mile
radius of Barcelos– meaning there can
be as many as 100 to 150 bass boats
on these waters in a given day during
the fishing season. Some operators
compensate for the limited mobility of
their mother boats by equipping their
guides with heavy, large, high-powered

bass boats which put their clients at
increased risk and limits their ability to
access select backwaters.

Mobility & Limited Fishing Pressure.
Twenty years ago, Luis Brown, founder
of River Plate Anglers, foresaw the
escalating problem of excessive fishing
pressure on the easily accessible waters
of the main Rio Negro and the mouths
of its tributaries. Early on, Brown
initiated a plan to provide River Plate’s
anglers with opportunities to fish
tributaries that would be inaccessible to
the mother boat and lodge operations.
To accomplish this goal, Luis Brown
invented the concept of linking floating
cabins and support cabins in a “River
Train” that allowed them to fish the
remote unpressured waters of the upper
regions of the main rivers’ tributaries.
Drawing only four inches of water, the

“River Train” concept allows River Plate
to move the comfortable, air conditioned
Safari Camps several times a week thus
permitting fishermen to fish uncounted
miles of backwater lakes and lagoons
as well as the tributaries themselves in a
week’s fishing.
Host quarters

Food storage

Kitchen
Fuel tank

Bedroom
quarters for
12 anglers
Dinning
lounge
Staff quarters
Shallow drafting tug boat

Electric power plant

Our private waters offering
exclusive ffiishing privileges

Luis Brown, founder of River Plate Anglers.

Fifteen years ago, River
Plate initiated a major
and final step to further
ensure its anglers enjoy
the finest Peacock Bass
fishing experience in the
Amazon by negotiating
for exclusive fishing entry
permits to more than 1500
miles of waters that were
previously locked away
inside Indian Reserves and
Government Preserves. In
return for fishing privileges,
River Plate has made many
very large humanitarian
financial commitments to the
rainforest communities.
The financial compensations
invested in the Indian and
rainforest communities have
included electrical generators,

satellite systems that allow the villages
to acquire online communications and
online learning centers up through highschool, and promoting cottage industries
such as lure manufacturing and exotic
tropical fruit processing.

4 dry zones
for fiffiishing
Robust peacock bass fishing occurs only
at optimal water levels for only 60 to
80 days per season. This is where the
River Plate advantage really comes into
play. With eight distinct private fisheries
above and below Manaus, River Plate
is able to guarantee anglers access to
waters that are flowing at just the right
level throughout the fishing season.

MANAUS
CITY

Omero
Lakes Itapara
Kabori
Jufari
Xeriuni

DRY ZONE III
FOR FISHING
NOVEMBER –
DECEMBER

Our trips revolve around Friday arrivals
in Manaus, Brazil a modern city of two
million people located on the confluence
of the Amazon and Rio Negro Rivers in
the heart of the Amazon.

MANAUS
CITY
DRY ZONE II
FOR FISHING
SEPTEMBER –
OCTOBER

Igapo Acu
Matupiri

Equator

BRAZIL

DRY ZONE I
FOR FISHING
JULY – AUGUST

Marmelos
Brasil, Amazon river basin.

DRY ZONE IV
FOR FISHING
JANUARY –
FEBRUARY

Planning
your trip
to Brazil
American Airlines operates daily direct
flights between Miami and Manaus.
TAM Brazilian Airlines offers weekly
direct flights between Miami and
Manaus. River Plate furnishes rooms
at the Ceaser’s Business Hotel on your
Friday arrival night. Early Saturday
morning you will have breakfast at the
hotel and then transfer to the airport
where you will board a float plane or
wheel plane –depending upon your
Safari Camp location– arriving in camp
mid-morning. You will fish Saturday

afternoon thru the following Friday.
Early the following Saturday morning
you will be flown back to Manaus to
meet your international flight home.
While you are in Manaus you can visit
one of the most famous opera houses in
the world, an open air fish market, and
the Indian Museum.
Something for everyone.
People often ask, “My wife doesn’t fish,
but would like to come along, what is
there for her to do?”
There are many outings available
for non-fishermen to enjoy including
exploring the home of thousands of
unique and exotic animal and bird
species –Macaws, Toucans and Parrots;
viewing animals in their natural habitat–
giant river otters, tapirs, monkeys,
and the pink and gray dolphins of the
Amazon, and photographing a wide
variety of flowers, including orchids.
There are also many white sandbars on
which to sunbathe while reading a book.
Whether trekking into the jungle or
experiencing primitive cultures, whatever
your dream, the mobile safari camps are
as real as the real Amazon gets.

wwwi RiverPlateAnglersi com

